January 2022

What's Up at Uptime.com
Introducing: Flexible Monitoring Subscriptions!

✔️

Our first major update for 2022 has been deployed
We’re thrilled to introduce our à la carte pricing
model which puts the process of adding features and increasing check volumes in your hands – all
without having to contact Sales/Support or upgrade plans. No more struggling with decisions to move
to higher tiers just for one feature.

Update account limits at any time by navigating to Billing>Subscription from the account owner user
panel.

Request Alert Data by Tag via REST API
You asked, and we listened. Request alerts and outages by tag with the capability of our REST API
A check_tag GET parameter has been added to the /alerts/ and /outages/ endpoints for filtering alert
details by check tags.

Learn more and subscribe for future API updates from our API changelog.

Get Early Access to the Next Evolution in Real User Monitoring
Interested in access to new, never-before-seen monitoring tools? You’ve come to the right newsletter.
We’re offering early access to our significantly enhanced RUM capabilities to keep up with the
excitement and positive feedback of our users.
Contact Support to activate enhanced RUM for your account.

Industry News

Looking back: 2021's Biggest Outages
2021 has been an eye-opening year for both businesses and consumers who use popular websites
and applications. With reliance on automation and connectivity showing no signs of slowing down in
2022, let’s take a moment to look back on the biggest outages and incidents of 2021.

Learn from 2021

Learning from the AWS Outage: Internal Monitoring Alone Isn't Enough

If you have set up your own monitoring services with Amazon CloudWatch, Azure Monitor or another
internal hosting provider tool, we suggest you consider looking beyond the horizon. The December 7th
AWS outage teaches us that if you’re hosting your own internal monitoring (as Amazon does on their
own internal network), it could be an expensive lesson in “putting all your eggs in one basket.”

Learn More

What Our Customers Say

Our 2022 Resolution is Building a Better Uptime.com:
Help By Leaving a Review on Our G2 Profile

Your reviews (good or bad!) help us build the best Uptime.com possible. Leave your feedback in this
survey and we’ll send you a $25 Amazon gift card.
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